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Abstract

Introduction

We investigated whether thrombus length measured in Computed Tomography Angiogra-

phy (CTA) is predictive of the success rate of intravenous thrombolysis (IVT) in acute basilar

occlusion and whether recanalization can be achieved by additional mechanical endovascu-

lar thrombectomy.

Methods

In 51 patients with acute basilar thrombosis thrombus length was measured on CTA images

before intravenous thrombolysis (IVT) with rt-PA was started. After 114 minutes on average

success of IVT was evaluated either by CTA or DSA. Patients with persistent basilar occlu-

sion and no major brainstem infarction on CT underwent endovascular recanalization.

Results

87% of patients had no recanalization of basilar artery after IVT alone. The average throm-

bus length was 15 mm in patients with persistent basilar occlusion after IVT and 7 mm in

patients with recanalization after IVT. Thrombi longer than 13 mm did not resolve after IVT

alone and 80% of thrombi shorter than 13 mm did not resolve either. 41 patients were trans-

ferred to endovascular recanalization; endovascular therapy was performed successfully in

90% (37 / 41).

Conclusions

Recanalization rates in acute basilar occlusion after IVT alone are low and dependent on

thrombus length. Additional mechanical endovascular thrombectomy showed to be a very

successful recanalization therapy.
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Introduction

Acute basilar thrombosis is known to be a life-threatening disease for which fatal outcome

rates of up to 90% have been reported [1, 2]. Over the last two decades intravenous thromboly-

sis has been established as standard treatment for acute thrombotic occlusions of intracranial

vessels [3, 4]. Intraarterial thrombolysis has shown to be effective in anterior circulation MCA

vessel occlusions in acute stroke [5, 6]. Brandt reported that in basilar artery (BA) thrombosis

intraarterial administration of thrombolysis led to recanalization in 51%, but a mortality of

92% among the patients with persistently occluded basilar arteries was still observed [7]. The

recanalization rate of basilar occlusions after IVT ranges between 53% in an analysis of differ-

ent case series and 67% as reported by the BASICS Investigators [2, 8, 9]. However data on suc-

cess rates of intravenously administered rt-PA for thrombolysis for acute basilar artery

occlusion is so far still limited [2].

Technology and success rates of mechanical endovascular recanalization have improved

over the past years [10, 11]. Recently several randomized controlled trials could prove a benefit

for endovascular recanalization procedures in acute stroke [12–16]. Non-superiority of endo-

vascular treatment was reported for acute basilar occlusions by the BASICS Investigators [8].

However previous studies have also shown that thrombus length in acute ischemic strokes

of the anterior circulation is predictive of success rates of IVT [17–19]. It is still unclear

whether the concept proposed by Riedel [17] is likewise valid for acute thrombosis of the basi-

lar artery. Nevertheless thrombus length does not seem to influence success rates of mechani-

cal thrombectomy [20, 21]. While diagnosis of basilar thrombosis can be challenging on

clinical presentation alone, Computed Tomographic Angiography (CTA) has shown to be the

adequate imaging modality [22, 23].

Aim of this study was to evaluate whether thrombus length as measured in CTA is predic-

tive of success rates of intravenous thrombolysis in acute basilar thrombosis. Furthermore we

investigated success of additional mechanical thrombectomy.

Material and methods

Study design and population

The review board of the “Bayrische Landesärztekammer” approved the retrospective study and

waived requirement for informed consent.

In the retrospective analysis of our patient data from 2 university hospitals we identified 68

patients who were treated at our institutions between 2005 and 2013 and between 2016 and

2017 for acute basilar thrombosis.

We included all subjects

1. with complete occlusion of the basilar artery (BA) as proven by CT angiography (CTA)

before start of intravenous thrombolysis, and

2. who received intravenous thrombolysis with rt-PA for this condition.

We excluded patients

1. with incomplete basilar occlusion,

2. who did not receive rt-PA owing to contraindications

3. with insufficient quality of CTA owing to motion artifacts or insufficient imaging protocols

not allowing thrombus length measurements

Thrombus length in recanalization of basilar thrombosis
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CT protocol and in-house workflow

Our diagnostic algorithm for suspected basilar thrombosis includes multislice CT with both

non-enhanced computed tomography (NECT) scans of the brain and following arterial phase

CTA from the aortic arch upwards with acquisition of thin slices (Slice Thickness 1 or 0.6

mm). Multiplanar reformations in sagittal and paracoronal planes were calculated.

External CT protocols of patients transferred to our institution were not standardised and

included native scans in all cases and various CTA protocols. Transferred patients were re-

examined by NECT and CTA on arrival at our hospitals.

For this study in-house and external CTA scans were assessed by two experienced neurora-

diologists in consent regarding initial basilar thrombus length and persistent occlusion respec-

tively. All measurements were taken with OsiriX Imaging software1 (Version 3.7.1 64-bit).

Thrombus length was measured in sagittal or paracoronal reformations of the initial CTA

before administration of IVT. To correct for tortuous vessel anatomy multiple measurements

were taken in such cases parallel to the vessel walls of each segment respectively.

All externally referred patients underwent IVT before transportation and occlusion of basi-

lar artery was reassessed on in-house CTA scans acquired after admission. In primary in-

house patients occlusion of the basilar artery was reassessed on the first diagnostic DSA image

series. IVT was considered successful only in complete recanalization when no residual throm-

bus could be seen in the basilar artery (group IVT-open). Therefore thrombus dislocation into

the posterior cerebral artery (PCA) was regarded as successful IVT even if the PCA was still

occluded.

Time intervals between starting the IVT and the first subsequent imaging control study as

well as time between symptom onset and start of the IVT were calculated in order to rule out a

bias of too short time periods for the rt-PA to take effect.

Fig 1 shows the inclusion of patients in the analysis.

IVT and mechanical thrombectomy

As thrombolytic agent rt-PA (Actilyse1, Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma, Ingelheim, Germany)

was given in all cases. A weight-adapted dosage was calculated with 0,9 mg / kg body weight.

10% were given as initial bolus and the rest over a 60 minutes interval. For external patients

administration of lysis was started following CT before transferal and for in-house patients

directly following CT.

Subsequently primary in-house patients and patients with persistent basilar thrombus were

transferred to DSA for endovascular mechanical recanalization if this was reasonable consider-

ing the individual clinical condition. Mechanical recanalizations were either performed using

the Penumbra Aspiration System1 (Penumbra Inc., Alameda, U.S.A.) or latest generation

stentretriever systems such as Solitaire1 (eV3 Neurovascular, Plymouth, U.S.A), Preset1 (phe-

nox GmbH, Bochum, Germany) or Trevo1 (Stryker, Kalamazoo, U.S.A.). The Penumbra

Aspiration System was in use since 2005 [24] but cases before 2008 in our cohort who under-

went endovascular revascularization were treated by intra-arterial thrombolysis.

Statistical analysis

We performed all statistical analyses using SPSS Statistics 22 (IBM, Armonk/NY, USA).

Normal distribution was evaluated using the Shapiro-Wilk test. In case of normal distribu-

tion, we used a two-tailed Student’s t-test. Significance was assumed at a p value of less than

0,05. The positive likelihood ratio was calculated for recanalization of short thrombi after IVT

alone.

Thrombus length in recanalization of basilar thrombosis
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Results

Study population

Among our initial cohort of 68 patients 10 patients had to be excluded due to insufficient qual-

ity of CTA that did not allow adequate thrombus length measurements. Of the remaining 58

patients another 7 did not receive IVT and were therefore excluded. The remaining 51 patients

formed the final study cohort. 43 patients were included in the first and 8 patients in the sec-

ond center.

Of those, 30 patients were admitted primarily to our university centers. In 21 patients diag-

nosis of basilar thrombosis was established clinically and by CT in surrounding district hospi-

tals and patients were transferred to our institutions.

All patients were treated according to our in-house standardized protocols. All patients

received IVT after confirmation of diagnosis by CTA. Patients with successful recanalization

after IVT alone formed the group IVT-open, patients with persistent basilar occlusion after

IVT alone formed the group persistent-occlusion.

Patient characteristics

The average age of included patients was 67 y (SD 15) range 26 to 89 years. 15 (29%) patients

were female. Comorbidities and clinical presentation are summarized in Table 1. The average

Fig 1. Flow chart of patient selection.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0193051.g001
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NIHSS of all patients on admission was 21 (SD 10,5). The average mRS on discharge or trans-

fer was 4 (SD 1,7) in all patients, median 4.

Time IVT and symptom onset to imaging control

The time interval between starting the IVT and the first imaging study to control success and

the time interval between symptom onset and IVT are summarized in Table 1.

The vessel diameter of basilar arteries with thrombi below 13 mm that did not recanalize

after IVT was 4,2 mm (SD 0,9) on average. The vessel diameter of arteries with thrombi that

did recanalize after IVT was on average 3 mm (SD 0,7).

Medical history, data on clinical presentation and outcome on transfer or discharge are

summarized in Table 1.

Outcome was separately calculated for all patients with recanalized basilar arteries either

by IVT alone or by mechanical recanalization as opposed to patients with failed or rejected

recanalization procedures. All outcome data was acquired on transfer or discharge of the

patients from the treating center after 11 days on average (SD 5). Results are summarized in

Table 2.

Thrombus length and recanalization success

45 patients (group persistent-occlusion) (87%) had no recanalization of basilar artery after

IVT alone. In 4 of those patients further treatment was not reasonable since large pontine and

brainstem infarctions could be detected in CT and were confirmed by additional MRI.

Table 1. Medical history, clinical presentation and outcome.

IVT-open

(n = 6)

Persistent-occlusion (n = 45) p All

(n = 51)

excluded

(n = 17)

p

Medical history and risk factors

Hypertension 4 (67%) 31 (69%) 0,57 35 (69%) 11 (65%) 0,85

Diabetes mellitus 0 11 (24%) <0,001 11 (22%) 4 (24%) 0,73

History of smoking 2 (33%) 8 (18%) 0,47 10 (20%) 4 (24%) 0,6

Hypercholesterinemia 1 (17%) 16 (36%) 0,24 17 (33%) 5 (29%) 0,92

Atrial fibrillation 1 (17%) 12 (27%) 0,53 13 (25%) 5 (29%) 0,57

Clinical

NIHSS on admission 18 22 0,17 21 28 0,03

mRS on transfer or discharge 3 4 0,02 4 5 0,38

Poor outcome 4 (67%) 31 (72%) 0,39 35 (69%) 12 (71%) 0,9

Hemiparesis 3 (50%) 29 (64%) 0,45 32 (63%) 8 (47%) 0,32

Facial nerve paresis 2 (33%) 12 (27%) 0,76 14 (27%) 1 (6%) 0,07

Neglect 0 1 (2%) 0,71 1 (2%) 0 0,58

Impaired consciousness 3 (50%) 36 (80%) 0,08 39 (76%) 15 (88%) 0,16

Aphasia 0 5 (11%) 0,39 5 (10%) 0 0,19

Dysarthria 4 (67%) 24 (53%) 0,58 28 (55%) 6 (35%) 0,2

Recanalization

Thrombus length (mm) 7 (SD 4) 15 (SD 9) 0,003

Range (mm) 2–13 4–40

IVT to imaging (min) 110 (SD 53) 115 (SD 89) 0,8

Onset to IVT (min) 202 (SD 275) 165 (SD 167) 0,73

Poor outcome = modified Ranking scale of 4, 5 or death; All = All included patients; excluded = Excluded patients; SD = Standard Deviation

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0193051.t001
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The remaining 41 patients were transferred to endovascular revascularization that was per-

formed successfully in 37 / 41 (90%), 32 with mechanical thrombectomy and 5 with IAT. In

detail 35 patients underwent mechanical thrombectomy which was successful in 32 and failed

in 3 (success rate 91%) In 6 patients intra-arterial thrombolysis was performed (failed: 1).

Average thrombus length in patients of the group persistent-occlusion was 15 mm (SD 9)

with 4 mm being the shortest and 40 mm being the longest thrombus.

24 of 45 patients (53%) of the group persistent-occlusion had a thrombus length of 13 mm

or less. (Fig 2)

6 out of 51 patients (group IVT-open) (12%) showed recanalization of the basilar artery

after IVT alone. Average thrombus length in this group was 7 mm (SD 4) with 2 mm being the

shortest and 13 mm being the longest. (Fig 2)

Discussion

Although IVT alone can achieve complete recanalization of basilar artery thrombosis, we

found a dependency on thrombus size. A previous study showed that dissolution of thrombus

by IVT alone cannot be expected in thrombus lengths of 8 mm or more in MCA occlusion

[17]. In our results no thrombus longer than 13 mm resolved under IVT alone. Furthermore

Fig 2. Scatterplot of all thrombus lengths in the groups IVT-open and persistent-occlusion.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0193051.g002

Table 2. Outcome in overall recanalization.

Vessel recanalization

(n = 43)

Failed vessel recanalization (n = 8) p

Outcome

NIHSS on admission 21 (SD 10) 21 (SD 11) 0,49

mRS on transferal or discharge 4 (SD 1,7) 5 (SD 1,1) 0,037

Poor outcome 28 (65%) 7 (88%) 0,28

Poor outcome = modified Ranking scale of 4, 5 or death

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0193051.t002
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our data shows that short thrombi of 13 mm or less in the basilar artery have a low propensity

to dissolve after IVT. In 53% of all cases with persistent thombi after IVT alone the thrombus

length was 13mm or shorter. Similar to recent results for the anterior circulation [19], we can-

not define a clear cut-off value in thrombus length. Even short thrombi in the basilar artery do

not reliably resolve under IVT.

We could rule out a bias based on different exposure times to rt-PA between patients with

successful IVT and patients with persistent occlusion (Fig 3). Patients with successful IVT had

on average rather shorter rt-PA exposure times than those with persistent thrombi. Time

between symptom onset and start of IVT was also not significantly different between the

groups persistent-occlusion and IVT-open.

In our analysis recanalization rates following IVT alone in basilar thrombosis are low com-

pared to the published literature [2, 8, 25–27]. However in these studies control intervals to fol-

low up imaging are either very long or not communicated. Our study differs in this important

aspect, since we have controlled the success rate of the IVT after 114 minutes on average.

We believe that the short time of rt-PA exposure until control imaging in our study is the

major reason for the low recanalization rate after IVT in our data. However it is known that

high rates of spontaneous recanalization occur after acute arterial occlusion within the first 24

Fig 3. Time frames between start of i.v. thrombolysis and first imaging control for groups IVT-open and persistent-occlusion (i.v.:

intravenous; min: minutes); Box: bottom = 25th percentile, centerline = median, top = 75th percentile, Whiskers: 1,5 x interquartile range,

Star: outlier.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0193051.g003
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hours [28, 29]. The half-life of rt-PA is only 4 to 5 minutes. 20 minutes after administration

there is already less than 10% of the initial thrombolytic activity left. Therefore imaging control

on the day after rt-PA administration as in some previous studies [19, 25, 27] would probably

detect a combination of effects of IVT and simultaneously occurring intrinsic recanalization.

In some studies the time to control imaging is not communicated at all [2, 8]. With an average

imaging control interval around 114 min in our study, we can show a more precise course of

the recanalization process and of thrombus behaviour after administration of IVT.

Looking at our data there is a considerable discrepancy between them and the results of

Strbian [27] who found a recanalization rate after IVT of 62,1% in basilar thrombosis. There

were two major differences in the study design. First Strbian considered partially recanalized

BA as successful recanalization after IVT and we did not, as long as residual thrombus could

be seen in the BA. Since many small perforating arteries of the BA supply crucial areas of the

brainstem, in our opinion persistent occlusion of such perforators after partial recanalization

cannot be considered as successful therapy in terms of treatment goals. Second, as mentioned

before, control angiographies were performed about 24 hours after IVT in Strbian’s study.

Therefore the reported recanalization rates may be biased owing to simultaneously occurring

intrinsic recanalization [28, 29].

When looking at thrombus size, not only length but also the vessel diameter has to be con-

sidered. Since the surface area is proportional to the radius squared, even small differences in

vessel diameter have a considerable effect on the thrombus volume. We measured vessel diam-

eters of the BA and found them to be 29% smaller in the group IVT-open than in patients with

thrombus length of 13 mm and below that did not recanalize after IVT. The basilar artery of

the latter subgroup had an average diameter of 4,2 mm. This correlates with the average basilar

artery size as reported in the literature [30]. The diameter of the middle cerebral artery (MCA)

however is smaller on average (3 mm to 3,4 mm) [31, 32]. The surface area calculated for the

vessel volume and therefore for thrombus volume would be 35% to 49% smaller in average

MCA thrombi compared to our patient group persistent-occlusion with thrombi of 13 mm

and below (Fig 2). The reason why IVT alone results in worse recanalization rates of the basilar

artery compared to the anterior circulation remains unclear, but the different vessel size could

explain the difference between our findings and anterior circulation occlusions as reported by

Riedel [17]. Other data also showed that thrombus volume has an important effect on recanali-

zation rates in intra-arterial thrombolysis. Locally applied rt-PA is less likely to resolve large

thrombi entirely [33].

Since IVT is not a sufficient treatment in many basilar thrombi, the combination with sub-

sequent endovascular mechanical thrombectomy seems to be necessary in most cases to

achieve full vessel recanalization. In our series endovascular therapy had a success rate of 90%

in all cases and 91% in all cases of mechanical thrombectomy. This is a high recanalization rate

compared to recently reported results for acute basilar thrombosis [21]. However overall clini-

cal outcome of the patients is still poor with mRS of 4 and worse in 71% of all patients. This is

comparable to the results of the BASICS registry [8]. It has to be taken into consideration that

our outcome data was acquired very early after the treatment. Late improvement was missed

in our cohort due to the study design. Still successful reopening of the BA either by IVT alone

or by mechanical recanalization reduced the mRS score significantly. Also the chance of poor

outcome in our cohort was reduced from 88% in occluded vessels to 65% in reopened vessels.

This difference was not statistically significant but this might be due to the fact that the group

of permanently occluded vessels was very small.

In our data IVT alone was less successful than in the BASICS registry [8]. However time

frames for control imaging after IVT were not standardized in BASICS and only 88% of the

patients had imaging control at all. This creates a bias by mixing different effects leading to

Thrombus length in recanalization of basilar thrombosis
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vascular recanalization. On the other hand endovascular therapy had a higher success rate in

our series (90%) than in the BASICS registry (71%). This may in part be based on the fact that

there was no defined endovascular treatment strategy in BASICS. A large percentage of the

BASICS patients were treated with intra-arterial lysis and not with latest generation stentretrie-

vers. However it has been shown that there are relevant differences in the results with different

thrombectomy techniques [10, 11]. Furthermore BASICS allowed time of flight MR angiogra-

phy (TOF-MRA) to confirm basilar thrombosis but it is known that this technique is insensi-

tive to slow flow and overestimates the degree of stenoses [34]. Using this imaging technique

basilar thrombosis may be feigned even if in fact a symptomatic high grade stenosis is present.

Finally BASICS is a registry and not a controlled trial either and the results need to be consid-

ered with caution.

Subgroup analyses of international stroke studies suggest, that there is possibly no advan-

tage of IVT in addition to mechanical thrombectomy in anterior circulation stroke [15]. This

delicate question has to be addressed in the next years with further prospective randomized tri-

als including acute occlusions in the posterior circulation. Surprisingly mechanical recanaliza-

tion for basilar thrombosis is still not considered everywhere to be the standard of practice as

reported even in current literature [27].

Limitations

Major limitation of this investigation is the retrospective design. A large number of patients

had to be excluded owing to insufficient quality or missing CTA datasets. Comparison of the

excluded patients with our study cohort shows that the NIHSS on admission was higher

among the excluded patients. This might be a potential bias, although outcome and all other

clinical data were not significantly different between excluded and included patients. Since

acute basilar occlusion is a rare entity many patients of our cohort were transferals from

smaller hospitals, many CT imaging datasets in our cohort did not follow a standardized

protocol.

Although we see indicators that thrombus volume is a relevant factor in this matter, we

could not reliably measure thrombus volumes for this analysis. Further studies are necessary

to focus on this aspect.

Conclusion

In conclusion our study shows that in acute basilar thrombosis IVT alone is not a sufficient

therapy for recanalization in the majority of cases. Additional endovascular thrombectomy is

necessary to achieve this goal. Nevertheless poor clinical outcome remains a major problem,

even after successful revascularization.
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